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Abstract: Despite the growing interest in perceived social support as a means of achieving sustainable
psychological development and well-being in the various contexts of the adolescent, its definition
and composition remain unclear. The aim of this study is to test both the hierarchical order and the
types and sources of a theoretical model of the social support perceived by adolescents. The model is
based on the theories of Tardy and Lin, as well as on the findings of recent studies on the construct.
Three theoretical models are compared using the structural equations method. The participants were
1081 randomly selected secondary school students (aged 12–18 years) from the north of Spain, who
completed the APIK Perceived Social Support Questionnaire. The model positing that perceived
social support comprises a hierarchical first level formed by sources of support (family, friends and
teachers) and a lower second level derived from the first one, formed by types of support (emotional,
material and informational), proved to be the first-choice solution. The results establish a solid
theoretical base for both future studies on perceived social support during adolescence and possible
educational interventions designed to improve social support for teenagers.

Keywords: perceived social support; theoretical model; sources of social support; types of social sup-
port; adolescence; sustainable psychological development; family; friends and teachers; emotional;
material and informational support; structural equations

1. Introduction

Although the initial studies on social support date from long before [1], the interest
in this construct has increased exponentially since the 1970s [2], when, as a result of its
association with well-being, it became a central focus for a large number of studies and
interventions with the aim of improving the quality of life and psychosocial adjustment or
enhancing people’s well-being, which are goals of sustainable psychology [3].

The 1970s are therefore viewed as the true theoretical and empirical starting point of
the study of social support [4], mainly thanks to works published by Cassel [5,6], Cobb [7]
and Caplan [8], and the construct is now widely recognized by the scientific community as
a key object of study [9], also within the psychology of sustainability [10], due to the close
link between the support of the closest contexts and the quality of life and well-being of
adolescents [3,11]. Hence the need to understand to what extent young people today feel
supported by the principal sources in their immediate social environment. This in turn will
help determine which aspects of social support require primary intervention in order to
ensure the best possible level of school and personal adjustment [12] within the framework
of the psychology of sustainability and sustainable development [13].

A historic overview of social support identifies it as a complex and dynamic metacon-
cept [14] with diverse dimensions and levels [15]. Nevertheless, due to the many different
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perspectives from which it can be viewed, the countless actions attributed to it and its
dynamic nature [16,17], no consensus has yet been reached regarding its definition [4,18,19].
Moreover, its composition remains unclear, and there is as yet no general agreement about
how it should be assessed [20].

This ambiguity notwithstanding, there are two seminal theories in the study of social
support. The first is the one posited by Tardy [21], who conducted a theoretical review
of social support measurement instruments in which he brought the ideas of many dif-
ferent authors together. The result of this pooling was a multidimensional, hierarchical
theoretical model expressed as a vertical diagram comprising five interdependent dimen-
sions distributed as follows (from top to bottom): direction (distinguishing between the
support given and that received), disposition (available support vs. real support), descrip-
tion/evaluation (distinguishing between the support described and the satisfaction with
the support received), content/type of support (emotional, instrumental, informational or
appraisal) and network (family, friends, neighbors, colleagues, community, etc.).

The second theory is the one developed by Lin [22], who, almost in parallel with
Tardy [21], carried out an exhaustive review of all the most relevant theoretical contributions
made in connection with social support, with the aim of establishing a comprehensive,
integrative definition that would encompass all of them. Lin posited a theoretical model
with three areas or dimensions: (a) perceived support vs. real support; (b) sources of social
support or areas in which it is provided, such as the community, social networks, trusted
others; and (c) instrumental (e.g., someone driving you home) vs. expressive support
(e.g., being able to vent with a close friend). As a result of this work, Lin [22,23] defined
social support as the real or perceived instrumental and/or expressive support provided in
everyday or crisis situations by the community, social networks or trusted partners. In the
opinion of some authors, this is the definition which best reflects all the most characteristic
aspects of other definitions [4,24].

It is evident that, despite clear discrepancies between the two models, they coincide
in emphasizing the importance of taking different sources of support into account and
distinguishing between the different types of support provided by these sources. They also
both make it very clear that their proposals are mere examples, and that many alternative
classifications are available in the current scientific literature, which may or may not be
appropriate, depending on the specific context and participants [21,22]. Nevertheless, the
principal limitation of both theories is the fact that, although many subsequent studies
have attempted to examine the different sources and types of support, they have done so
from a diverse range of approaches, without the necessary empirical foundation regarding
what the main sources or key types of support should be [25–29].

Although total perceived support tends to be the most common variable analyzed,
authors recommend distinguishing between different sources [30] in order to enable a more
precise assessment of people’s experience of social support [31]. Despite this, however, few
studies have been conducted from this perspective [32], and the few found in relation to
adolescence (the developmental period on which the present study focuses) can be classified
into three groups. Firstly, there are those that focus only on family and peers [33–35]. What
these studies fail to take into consideration is the fact that ecological theories [36] have
identified the school context as a key environment, since teachers strongly influence
children throughout their entire education [37]; nor indeed do they bear in mind the fact
that more recent studies have highlighted family, peers and teachers as the three most
important agents influencing adolescent students [38–41]. Secondly, there are those that
focus on the support provided by teachers and peers, without taking the family into
account [42]. And thirdly, there are those that analyze all three factors, but using complex
or excessively long measurement instruments that cast doubt on the reliability of the results
obtained [43–46].

The content or types of social support also vary greatly from study to study, since each
author labels and classifies them differently [47]. Perhaps the best-known approach is that
advocated by Lin [22], who generically grouped all proposals into two large-scale categories:
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instrumental support and expressive support. Nevertheless, although this approach is
totally valid and widely accepted by the scientific community, the most popular one is
currently that developed by Schaefer et al. [31,48], which distinguishes between emotional
support (talking about personal problems, displays of encouragement, attachment, etc.),
material support (direct material aid, care and favors, etc.), and informational support
(helpful information, advice, feedback, etc.).

Although the scientific community has generally accepted the multidimensional na-
ture of social support [49], its internal structure has yet to be reliably tested in order to
confirm whether it is a hierarchical construct [21] or if each dimension is independent [22].
There are many reasons for this, including the fact that it is difficult to analyze a model
which requires different measurement instruments or methods due to the dispersed nature
of the proposed dimensions. Consequently, most studies have focused on examining the
internal structure of the two lower dimensions of the construct (content/type of support
and sources of support), but they have failed to report conclusive results or have concen-
trated solely on the individual analysis of each dimension. Moreover, none have adopted
an approach which includes all three principal sources of support and all three of the
most widely accepted types of support. Examples include: (a) the model developed by
Vaux et al. [50], who tested five types of social support (emotional, socializing, practical
assistance, financial assistance and advice/guidance) separately for family and friends;
(b) the work by Dubow and Ullman [51], who analyzed, firstly, different types of support
(tangible aid, emotional and informational support, and emotional support and boosting
self-esteem), and, secondly, sources of support (peers, family and teachers); (c) the nine-
dimension model developed by Scholte et al. [29], which comprises different hierarchical
levels located at the same level, five pertaining to different types of social support and the
remaining four to sources of support; the solution is complex and even incoherent for the
purposes of theoretical interpretation; and (d) studies such as that by Torsheim et al. [42]
which, despite assessing different hierarchical levels or dimensions, such as sources and
types of support, are only able to distinguish one of them, namely sources of support.

Despite their drawbacks, all these approaches seem to share a common denominator:
the type of support derives from the source of said support [52–55], rather than the other
way round, as Tardy [21] postulated in his original model.

Consequently, the principal aim of the present study is to test a theoretical model of
perceived social support which is subdivided into two hierarchical dimensions (type of
support and source of support), following the approach posited by Tardy [21], but also
taking into consideration more recent empirical findings that have been widely accepted
by the scientific community: (a) the three types of support are emotional, material and
informational; (b) the main sources of support are family, friends and teachers; and (c) the
source of support provides the type of support, which is why the source should be a higher
hierarchical dimension. It is hypothesized that the hierarchical model that best fits the
data will be the one in which the sources of support (family, friendships and teachers)
correspond to a hierarchically higher level than the types of support (emotional, material
and informational) (Figure 1).

Knowing the nature of perceived social support will make it possible to delve into a
factor of educational and teaching style (support) that contributes to the development of
socially adaptive behaviors in adolescents [12,41,56,57] and, consequently, to the creation
of a family and school environment that focuses on enhancing the well-being, quality of life
and adjustment of these adolescents, so that they can achieve a sustainable psychological
development [3,11,13].
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Figure 1. Hypothesized model.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants

A total of 1109 students participated in the study, although after eliminating those
with extreme or inconsistent response patterns, the final sample comprised 1081. All
participants were aged between 12 and 18 years (M = 14.92; SD = 1.53) and were in
compulsory secondary education. The sample was recruited from seven educational
centers (three semi-private ones—650 participants, and four public ones—430 participants)
in the north of Spain, with a medium socioeconomic level. In terms of gender, 48.9% (529)
were girls and 51.1% (552) were boys. The sample was selected using systematic random
sampling. Once all the centers had been selected by this procedure, the authors of the
research contacted the management teams to confirm their participation. In the cases where
the educational center refused to participate, another center was chosen using the same
systematic random sampling, until the sample was complete.

2.2. Measurement Instruments

A single scale was used to measure perceived social support. Participants completed
the APIK Perceived Social Support Questionnaire [58], which assesses three dimensions
of perceived social support (support from family, support from friends and support from
teachers) through 27 items rated on a 5-point Likert-type scale (1 = Totally disagree to
5 = Totally agree) (item examples include: “If I ask a favor, my family does it”, “My
friends are there whenever I need them”, “My teachers are approachable”). Within each
of the three dimensions, the items are grouped in accordance with the type of support
(emotional, material or informational). The internal consistency value obtained by the
scale with the sample used in the present study was Rho = 0.929, which is considered
excellent [59]. Reliability values were 0.974 for McDonald’s Omega (Ω) and 0.585 for the
average variance extracted for the full scale. In both cases, although particularly in the first
one, the values exceeded the minimum requirements [60,61]. These values are also offered
for each subscale—family: McDonald’s Omega = 0.925, AVE = 0.583; friendships: McDon-
ald’s Omega = 0.917, AVE = 0.559; teachers: McDonald’s Omega = 0.933, AVE = 0.611;
family emotional: McDonald = 0.773, AVE = 0.534; family material: McDonald = 0.748,
AVE = 0.503; family informational: McDonald = 0.881, AVE = 0.712; friendships emotional:
McDonald = 0.818, AVE = 0.069; friendships material: McDonald = 0.748, AVE = 0.517;
friendships informational: McDonald = 0.783, AVE = 0.552; teachers emotional: McDon-
ald = 0.794, AVE = 0.563; teachers material: McDonald = 0.821, AVE = 0.617; teachers
informational: McDonald = 0.848, AVE = 0.652.
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2.3. Procedure

After contacting the schools to request their participation in the study, meetings were
held with the management teams to explain in detail the research aims and procedure. The
authors went to those schools that agreed to participate to administer the questionnaires
to those students who had handed in an informed consent form signed by their parents
or legal guardians. The questionnaire was completed collectively during school hours
(maximum 15 min) in the participants’ own classrooms. The instrument was administered
by the authors of the present study, who resolved any doubts that arose during completion
on an individual basis. In order to avoid a social desirability bias, students were not
informed of the study aims and were assured that their answers would be anonymous and
that their participation was completely voluntary.

The study was conducted in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was ap-
proved by the University of the Basque Country’s Ethics Committee for Research Relating
to Humans (CEISH-UPV/EHU—M10_2018_261).

2.4. Data Analysis

Missing values (0.17%) were replaced using the linear trend estimation at the point
method. Following an analysis of outliers (extreme or inconsistent response patterns),
28 participants (2.52%) were eliminated from the study. No participants were eliminated
from the study for not responding to the minimum number of items. This preparatory phase
of the data analysis was conducted using the SPSS v. 25 statistical software package [62].

Next, a confirmatory dimensional analysis was conducted based on a comparison of
the empirical fit of the tested models, calculated using a combination of different goodness
of fit indexes. This structural equations method was carried out using EQS v. 6.2 [63].

First, the fit of the data to a multivariate normal distribution was tested using Mardia’s
standardized coefficient. Given that the value obtained (93.78) far exceeded the maximum
of five [63], the assumption of multivariate normality was rejected and the robust maximum
likelihood estimation method was used, along with different goodness of fit indexes and
the Satorra–Bentler correction for Chi-square [63,64].

To comply with the study’s aim, three models were proposed, and the fit of each
was calculated using different indicators. Given that the data deviated from normality
and that, therefore, the use of Chi-square was not recommended [65], we used its normed
version (χ2/df) [66], in this case with the Satorra–Bentler correction (SBχ2/df). Values of
less than three are considered adequate [67]. Moreover, since it is best to use this statistic
in combination with other goodness of fit indexes [68–70], the following incremental fit
indexes were used [71]: CFI (Comparative Fit Index), NFI (Normed fit index), NNFI (Non-
Normed Fit Index) and IFI (Incremental Fit Index), for which values of 0.95 and over are
considered indicative of adequate fit [72–74]. The RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation) statistic was used as an absolute index of lack of fit [75], along with a 90%
confidence internal. Here, values lower than 0.05 indicate good fit [76,77], provided that
the measurement instrument contains high standardized factor loadings, which can be
tested by a reliability measure based on the magnitude of these factor loadings, such as
McDonald’s Omega [78]. This index is included in the scale description.

The parsimony fit indexes used were the AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) [79] and
the CAIC (Consistent Version of AIC), which also takes sample size into account [80]. When
evaluating the fit, these statistics indicate which of the models is the most parsimonious,
with lower values being considered indicative of a better fit [63,81]. The AIC and CAIC
parsimony fit statistics were also used in the comparison of the tested models.

3. Results

To test the internal structure of social support, three theoretical models were proposed
and compared: (a) Model M1 (Figure 2), a hierarchical model with perceived social support
at the first level, the orthogonal dimensions family support, support from friends and
support from teachers at the second hierarchical level, and, within each source of support,
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another three orthogonal dimensions referring to emotional, material and informational
support at the third hierarchical level. This is the hypothesized model in the present
study. (b) Model M2 (Figure 3), which comprises general perceived social support at the
first hierarchical level, from which three orthogonal dimensions derive at a second level,
pertaining to type of support (emotional, material and informational), and, finally, at a
third hierarchical level, another three orthogonal factors represent the different sources of
support (family, friends and teachers) for each type of support. This model represents the
directionality of the hierarchical levels proposed by Tardy [21]. (c) Model M3 (Figure 4),
which represents Lin’s [22] theory, according to which the types of support provided by the
different sources would be independent situations [82] and would therefore correspond to
a single-level construct model containing all the areas or dimensions proposed by Lin [22].

Figure 2. Model 1.
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Figure 3. Model 2.

Figure 4. Model 3.
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Table 1 shows the different fit and parsimony indexes for each model.

Table 1. Parsimony and goodness of fit indexes for M1, M2 and M3.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Parsimony indexes
AIC 75.507 2332.576 2444.365

CAIC −1774.056 483.012 558.888
Fit indexes

χ2 923.66 3954.00 13,718.954
SBχ2

(df ) 693.50(309) * 2950.57(309) * 3074.3651(315) *
SBχ2/df 2.24 9.54 9.75

NFI 0.949 0.785 0.776
NNFI 0.967 0.776 0.770

IFI 0.971 0.803 0.794
CFI 0.971 0.802 0.794

RMSEA(90% CI) 0.034(0.031–0.037) 0.089(0.086–0.092) 0.090(0.087–0.093)

Note. * p < 0.01; M1 = Source-type model; M2 = Type-source model; M3 = Sources and types combined model.

As shown in Table 1, in several of the indexes calculated, the second (M2) and third
model (M3) failed to attain the minimum values established as being indicative of accept-
able fit. Specifically, the values obtained by these models in the NFI, NNFI, IFI and CFI
indexes were 0.80 or lower, and the RMSEA value was above the cut-off of 0.080, indicative
of a minimum level of acceptable fit. Consequently, the results do not confirm the adequacy
of these models. The first model (M1), however, returned very different results, with all
values indicating an excellent fit of the data to the model. In the NNFI, IFI and CFI, the
values obtained were over the 0.95 cut-off threshold, and only in the NFI was the value
returned just on the limit (0.949). The RMSEA value was considerably lower than the limit
indicating good fit (RMSEA < 0.05). The parsimony indexes (AIC and CAIC) also identified
model M1 as having a better fit, since it obtained lower scores in both cases.

Thus, model M1, which posits a hierarchical model of perceived social support in
which sources of support (family, friends and teachers) provide the type of support (emo-
tional, material and informational), is the first-choice model for understanding the nature
of social support.

4. Discussion

One of the central objectives of the psychology of sustainability is to reach an im-
provement in people’s quality of life and well-being through the achievement of a good
psychosocial adaptation [3]. For this purpose, taking into account the close connection
between social support and quality of life or well-being [11,83], the support received from
different contexts is essential, as it can make the difference between a sustainable develop-
ment or the development and maintenance of pathologies and mental disorders. In the
study of the role played by social support on adjustment, there is some controversy as
to whether it is necessary to focus on the perceptions that people have about the support
available (perceived support) or on the real and objective exchanges between the person
and the context (received support) [16,84]. Although both types of support can make
significant contributions to psychosocial adjustment [16], it seems that perception is more
influential [84]. It is therefore interesting to delve into the nature and structure of the social
support perceived by adolescents in their close contexts (family, friends and school) in
order to learn how to enhance it and consequently facilitate the achievement of sustainable
psychological development.

Hence, the aim of the present study was to verify a theoretical model of social support
based on two theories which are considered benchmarks in the study of the construct. The
first is the one developed by Tardy [21], which proposes a hierarchical, multidimensional
organization of the construct, according to which the two most basic or lower levels
pertain to type of support and (derived from that) support networks (family, friends,
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neighbors, colleagues, etc.). The second theory is that advanced by Lin [22], who posited
a model with three areas or dimensions which, unlike Tardy’s [21], are non-hierarchical
and independent [82]: (a) perceived support vs. real support; (b) sources of support; and
(c) type of support.

Moreover, the review of the extant literature in this field revealed that the sources of
support that are most relevant to understanding the social support construct are family,
peers and teachers [38–41]. In terms of the type of support, the review identified two main
groups: instrumental or material, and expressive or emotional [22], to which informational
support has recently been added [31], with this three-dimensional approach being the most
widely supported one at present.

Bearing all these findings in mind, three possible theoretical models of perceived social
support were compared. In two of the three cases, perceived social support is understood
as a hierarchical, multidimensional construct, but while one of the models follows the
hierarchical order proposed by Tardy [21], with types of support (emotional, material and
informational) constituting the upper hierarchical level, and sources (family, friends and
teachers) deriving from them, the other model hypothesized posited the reverse order, with
sources of support comprising the higher hierarchical level and types of support deriving
from them at a lower level. The third model would correspond to Lin’s theory [22], and
would propose a model of a single sublevel of constructs containing the combination of the
different types of support provided by the different sources of support.

The results obtained by comparing the three models were unambiguous. The calcu-
lated goodness of fit indexes are well below the minimum levels required as acceptable in
both the model derived from the traditional proposal of Tardy [21] (the sources of support
derive from the type of support) and the model derived from Lin’s theory [22]. In contrast,
the other model tested (which reversed the order of Tardy [21] in the two hierarchical levels,
positing that type of support derives from the source of that support) was found to fit the
data well. While this contradicts Tardy’s approach [21] regarding the hierarchical order of
the two levels (first type of support and then sources of support), it is consistent with the
findings of recent studies, which report solutions based on this new order [52–55].

Alongside the confirmation of this change in the theoretical approach, two other
aspects are also worth highlighting. Firstly, the results confirm that, as proposed by
previous studies [37–39], during adolescence, family, friends and teachers are all sources of
support that should be taken into consideration when striving to understand how teenagers
perceive their support network and what support it actually provides. Secondly, rather
than just taking into account two types of support (material and emotional), as Lin [22]
proposed in his original theory, the results confirm that informational support should
also be considered [31]. This is consistent with the findings reported by those authors
who advocate a three-dimensional approach to support [31,48] and is an important step
forward in relation to the many studies which focus on adolescence but only analyze some
of these sources, or do so independently [33–35,42]. It is also a step forward in relation
to those studies which analyze diverse types of support using a wide range of different
classification systems [28,29].

In the Social Sciences, and particularly in the field of Psychology, further research is
required which combines and synthesizes the findings of previous research and is based on
sound theoretical approaches. The diverse range of studies on a single topic that propose
advances based on different (pseudo)theoretical proposals or theoretical approaches devel-
oped ad hoc, and which sometimes use similar yet not equivalent terminology, hamper the
advance of knowledge, since they make it difficult (if not impossible) to compare findings
and draw general conclusions about the issue at hand.

Consequently, the results obtained in the present study can be viewed as an important
step forward in the study of the social support construct, since, up until now, the scientific
community has widely accepted the multidimensional nature of the variable without
sufficient, and sufficiently rigorous, evidence to support this view. Indeed, many studies
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have been carried out without a sufficiently solid theoretical grounding, which is perhaps
why their results are often so different [25,27–29].

The confirmation of the theoretical model proposed here may provide a solid basis for
future studies focused specifically on social support during adolescence, a developmental
stage in which the support perceived by teenagers from those close to them is considered
indispensable for a healthy development. Faced with constant changes and challenges,
adolescents often need to perceive that they are receiving the social support they demand
and need. Having a solid theoretical basis can be crucial for the development, within
the framework of positive psychology, of primary interventions [85] aimed at achieving,
explicitly, a better psychological and social adjustment from the promotion of this perceived
support, and, implicitly, the psychology of sustainability [86,87]. To this must be added the
relevance of having solid research that clarifies the nature and structure of perceived social
support for the measurement and evaluation of the construct. Only in this way, on the
basis of solid empirically tested theories, will the scientific community be able to develop
valid instruments capable of rigorously measuring variables related to well-being and
act in a preventive framework that focuses on improving the well-being and sustainable
development of individuals [88], as well-being is one of the sustainable development
objectives proposed by the United Nations [89].

Despite the advances achieved in the present study, it is important to remember
two aspects: (a) perceived social support was assessed, which is a subjective measure of
the received support that could not coincide with the real support; (b) Tardy’s complete
model [21] was not tested, only its two principal dimensions. Future studies may therefore
wish to include other dimensions, such as evaluation or disposition. Not only would this
enable greater insight into the hierarchical and multidimensional nature of the construct, it
would also paint a clearer picture of how adolescents perceive the support they receive
from their social network.

One of the limitations of the present study is that it focuses on one area of Spain.
Future studies may therefore wish to include more heterogeneous samples from different
areas of the country or even test the model with international samples as a means of
enriching the data obtained.
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